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“MISSION FOR ACHIEVEMENT”
Goals of the institution :T.S.S. International School has been established in the
session of 2011-12 and affiliated to the C.B.S.E. board in 2013. Right from the initial stage,
we have been keeping the mission to ensure that our vision should meet its motive each
student’s course of study is carefully planned and rigorously followed. Every possible effect
is being made to recognize the significant factors of academic pursuit, maturing experience,
excellence in every area grooming holistic personality of our students. Since education is
never static and never-ending process throughout our lives, our endevour is to better all
efforts the school has undertaken ever since its inception and will do so throughout the
journey ahead.
We aim at serving others full commitment, devotion and dedication. The first and
faith of the student’s parents give us vigour to pursue our determination to attain perfection in
all manners. We are always looking forward for the people who are connected with us
directly or indirectly for their strength and support as before in building the country’s
responsible and prudent citizens who will further turn this world into a better place, they will
be a part of it.
A –Simple :- (Reading-habit)
As per CBSE initiative, we are keeping on trying to develop the reading,
habits in our students, during the academic-session we focus on practical learning instead of
adopting the tradition methods of teaching, our institution is well equipped with various
technical –tools and resources, which can make our students the best learners and their
grasping and learning capacity can be improved. In the same time students are participating
in various creative activities is the integral part of our academic- calendar, through these
activities, Students are grooming their thinking, behavioural and social skills. They are now
not inclined with traditional learning habits.

B –Social –Values :Every now and then we instruct our teachers to stylize atleast 5minutes in their teaching-schedule to inculcate the social-values as we make them aware
about all aspects of social-welfare.
Plantation/Environment :Every year, in the beginning of the new session, during the rainy season, we
organize the plantation – programme in our school, under the banner of Eco-club of the
institution each of the student from class 5th onwards is motivated to participate in it and
plant a sapling either in the school campus or somewherelse. We are having lush-green-zeropollution campus spreads over 10 acres of land. Various kinds of amusing tools are available
for tiny-tots in lush-green ground specially moduled for them only.
Health-Profile/Sports-Games :Since we have a good number of physical-trainers, lady trainer for girls
and gent for boys, special attention is also being paid to the hygiene of the students, and they
are trained to make themselves health conscious. To give the student appropriate guidance in
the direction, we call doctors, socialists and the members of NGO’s, who can guide our
students to make them learn the health-values. We always aim at providing international
standard facilities to our students in sports no area is left behind, we have specially designed
swimming-pool, gym, horse riding- track, and students participate in all the mentioned areas
on special day or as per the schedule given to them : We are planning to prepare, lawn tennis
court in our upcoming session as well. Special sick-room is there in our school to take care of
the students in emergency cases when they suddenly fall ill or have any kind of injury/illness
during the academic-session, in presence of trained medical-personnel.
C –Overall Development :To put this concept in practical, occasionally, we call
educationalists, social-reformers and other administrative officials to give the training to our
students who are in class -8th onwards, so that they can learn the sense of leadership, and will
work for the common people in their surroundings. In organizing these kind of programmes,
our motto is to develop the social-skills among the students, which can make the a better
citizen being a good professional. Students of our school are being taught French as a third
language special lab is equipped to teach the French to our pupils, As per CBSE norms we
strictly follow CCE upto 10th class under which students are being assessed in different areas.
We have well equipped laboratories for Science, Maths and Social Science apart from special
language labs. Special attention is being paid on spoken English.
Library-Development :Since books are always considered the best friends of the
human beings, we are also trying to develop-reading-habits in our students, As we do have a
well equipped library in our institution, we provide atleast two periods for each of the classes

in our weekly-schedule, and the students are utilizing it in a positive –way. Separate books
are kept in the library according to the class of the students. So that they can have the books
as per their standard.
D-Technology :Our institution has gained a different reputation in the area, just only
because of its infrastructure and technology. We are well-equipped with every technical
means which give our pupils something different on technical grounds. It is well-equipped
with Educom-Smart-Classes, and our students are being taught through visuals. Which are
related with their curriculum, we are having audio and visual - labs which provide bestlearning to our student. We are also connected with ―Accevate-Technologies‖ through which,
We are having a good connectivity with students as well as their parents. Every bit of
information regarding the students progress, improvement, is being sent to their parents
everyday, so that they can be aware about each of happening of their wards in the school. To
keep a keen watch on our students, approximately each of the corner of our institution is
fitted with CCTV camera’s.
We are having a sufficient number of well-trained/qualified teachers for different
sections, as we do have separate block for pre-primary tiny tots.
We are trying to extend our facilities as the number of students are keeping on
increasing every session; We have also affiliated for senior-secondary last year.
Competition-Representation :Our annual calendar consists of different competition
throughout the session as debate, speech, quiz, dance, music, and other competitions are
being organized as per our annual schedule, through which students are developing the skills
of competition representation. Prior preparation for those competition is being made under
the guidances of the concern-teacher incharge.
The aim of the conduction of these competitions at school-level
is to inculcate among the students the sense of participation to work as a team, sense of
leadership and as said earliar the skill of competition-representation. In adopting all the above
said measures will also lessen the weight of the bag of the students, as when they will be
keeping on given modern way of education along with keeping the values, ethics and positive
behavioral attitude toward the society.
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